Public theology and our public witness
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lt's critical thinking (reflection), with others, about faith and
public life (matters),
And it is practiced by engagement in public life to
demonstrate God's love.

It is not:

o
.

Public preaching,
Or evangelization.
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lt is the Christian engagement and dialogue within the church
and especially with the larger society.
lt seeks the welfare of the state and a fair society for all by
engaging issues of common interest to build the common qood.
This is Christian theology that talks uzrfh society not
just fo society. This is done by presenting the Christian position
in a way that can be publicly understood and thereby open to
public debate and critical enquiry.
What is the "public" in "public theology". Publics that public
theology engage in dialogue with:
o the society;
o the academy;
o the church;
o economics and the market;

o
o
o

law;
media;

other religious communities

Some notable figures in this field are Dietrich Bonhoeffer, William
Temple, Martin Luther King Jr., Desmond Tutu, JUrgen
Moltmann, Ronald Thiemann, Dorothee Soelle, John Courtney
Murray, Reinhold Niebuhr, Duncan Forrester, Max Stackhouse,
and Sebastian C. H. Kim.
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lf theology in its most basic sense is the study of God, then, also in
its most basic sense, public theology is the study of God done by or
for the public, or as it pertains to issues in the public sphere. pu-otic
theology is theology about and for the public, if something is a
public issue, public theology has something to say about it.

requires a spirituality that enables a lived experience of God,
with people and with creation, fed by a longing for justice and
wholeness and a resistance to all that thwarts well-being. (1)
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The South African public theorogian John de Gruchy asserts it can
be identified by the following 7 criteria. public theology:

1- does not seek to give preference to christianity

but to
witness to values that christians believe are important for the
common good;

2.

requires the development of a ranguage that is accessible to
people outside the christian tradition, and is convincing in its
own right; but it also needs to address Christian
congregations in a language whereby public debates are
related to the traditions of faith;

J.

requires an informed knowledge of public policy and issues,
grasping the implications of what is at stake, and subjecting this
to sharp analytical evaluation and theologicat critique;

theology in a way that is interdisciplinary in
character and uses a methodorogy in which content and piocess
are intertwined;

4. requires doing

5.

gives priority to the perspectives of victims and survivors,
and to the restoration of justice; it sides with the powertess
against the powerful, and seeks to speak truth to
power drawing its inspiration from the prophetic trajectory in the
Bible;
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requires congregations that are consciously nurtured and
informed by biblical and theorogicar reflection and a rich life
of worship in relation to the context within which they are
situated, both locally and more widely;

Public theology also understands and accepts that

.
r

we live in a diverse, multi-faith society;
ord there are many people who are wary of religion.

And yet, religion will never go away. Regardless of your thoughts
about God, religion as a framework of values which motivate and
give meaning to one's life is one of the things that makes us
human. Furthermore, it may shift and take different shapes, but
humanity has always created social and political structures that take
some form of religion into account (even if it is in reaction against
religion). The most constructive thing we can do is to make sure our
theology contributes to the wellbeing of all and supports the
common good.

A concern for the common good cannot be based in the
domination or supremacy of the Christian faith. We cannot
achieve common good unless we are willing to question our own
power and be willing to share it with others whose voices are not
heard.
Public, political, and liberation theoloqies
The three - public, political, and liberation theologies (in all their
various forms) - work together. They complement each other and
all build on and are shaped by the other. But when it comes to
doing work in the public sphere with people who are not fellow
theologians or co-religionists, public theology is a more effective
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construct for comrnunicating the ideals of inclusion, socialjustice,
and the ways in which christianity and religion on the whole are both
complicit in evil and courageous against it.
Public theology sees the cost of suffering and oppression and
speaks as or to those in the community who are in pain, providing
solace through hope and solidarity. But it also sees the cost of
violence and oppression on the souls of those who enact, enforce,
and allow it and speaks to them as well, both in prophetic rebuke but
also in presenting a vision of a different world where everyone is
free and that each person's liberation is connected to everyone
else's.

An example of this is in the South African concept of ubuntu.
You cannot improve the community around you if you are unwilling
to listen and prioritize the experiences of others. There are those
within our communities who are struggling to survive. public
theology calls everyone to listen to those who are struggling and
change the system that threatens their survival and keeps them from
thriving. lt calls us to interrogate our a$$umptions and to do
better. lt is not just for fellow church members or even for
Christians. lt is for everyone.
WORKING TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF PUBLIC THEOLOGY,
James,Bishop
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Public theology tasks Christians to stand up for the oppressed,
welcome the stranger (Whelan, 2014), and resist evil (Whelan,
2014). lt fights segregation and discrimination ($mit, 20OT: 148)
while also demonstrating christian convictions in the public square
(Koopman, n.d.: 2). Just as Jesus transforms individuals on a
personal level public theology attempts to transform society at a
larger level. For example, Christians are to highlight the
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contemporary culture

of mass

consumerisrn

to demonstrate

lts

misguided desire.

Fublic theology further iilunnines the reasonability of ttre Ghristian
faith (Koopman, n.d.: 1) as well as interacts with the public on
contemporary issues via demonstrating Christian values (\fl/helan,
2008). lt is a ryon-viqlent form of pngaqement and can be
implemented by acting out in public as a form of "theatre" (Whelan,
2008). lt is essentially to love the enemy with the goal of avoiding
additional conflict (Whelan, 2008)" Although Christians tight for ajust
cau$e they are to remain calrn and gentle (Smit, 20A7:142). ln one
case several Christians, through the act of non-violent civil
disobedience, prayed for asylum seekers in an electorate's office
(Whelan, 2014). They were eventually removed by police but were
successful in arousing "the conscience of the nation over this
injustice." The group remained non-violent, performed theatrically.
and demonstrated Christian values. Like the Apostle Faui this group
believed that the gospel me$sage is able to transform culture and
people.

Public theology is also politically orientated (Backhaurn, 201'tr: 30),
Koopman argues that priestly public theology inspires churches to
overcome political alienation (Koopman, n.d.: 12). tsauckham draws
on both the Old and lrlew Testament to shed light on how Christians
are to view, and engage with, politics in contemporary life. $ince
many of Oid Testament laws, laws specific to ancient lsrael, do not
apply to Christians today they still have relevance. Stich laws are
not "instruction$" but still remain "instructive" (Bauckham, 2011: 3334)" Likewise in the New Testament Jesus' teachinEs have political
nelevance for us today (Bauckham, 2A11: 36) Here Jesus'
pedagogics, via his Sermon on the Mount, on anger and nnurcler,
givinE to the needy, avoiding hypocrisy, and applying wisdorn all well
apply to the political context (Wax, 2A11)"
Finally, this is to be conducted by Christians with qenuine* intentions
without ulterior rnotives (Smit, 20A7'. 140). This is because of God's
goodness, kindness and rnercy (Smit, 20A7: X42). lt ls also noted
that pLrblic theology isn't expected to be perfect since hurnans are
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cften urlfaithfui, mistaken, and fail. However, the goal ought to
remain being a living witness to Jesus' love and kindness (Smit,
2007. 155). Christians and churches, for instance, are to give
necessities to the poor because they want to embody Jesus'
message and change lives (lreland, 2015), and not because they
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AREAS OF ENGAGEMENT
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1.

Building national ecumenical networks and cooperation;

2.

lnterfaith dialogue and partnering;

3.

Building civil society. partnering with other institutions in society;
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Nnvolvernent in social issues: e.g. HIV/Aids; Malaria; Position of
woman in the workplace;
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5. Advocacy.

seeking justice for all;
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Reflection on ethical issues, taking stand on for e.g. corruption;
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Ecology, caring
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for the earth, show
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8.

Feacebuilding and mediation;
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Healing of mernories and reconciliation;
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